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Bring the soul episode 1

in: 2019, Web series, Videography Comments Share Bring The Soul: Docu-Series RMJinSugaJ-HopeJiminVJungkook August 27, 2019 -October 1, 2019 www.bringthesouldocuseries.com Bring The Soul: Docu-Series is a BTS documentary series based on the film Bring The Soul: The Movie. It was released on August 27, 2019 on
Weverse. Synopsis AME-SE. A message that touched the hearts of the ARMY all over the world. Behind the free and witty presence on stage, are the members doing their best to love each other, embodying the message delivered throughout the tour. But the sense of responsibility, along with worries and anxiety, is increasing more
weight on the shoulders of members. The docu series captures BTS members telling the untold stories in Bring The Soul: The Movie and finally revealing their genuine stories. Episode 1 Challenge(00) August 27, 2019 [SUGA for RM, The only thing I fear most is...] It's time for them to be used to performing, but the world tour always
brings out the nervous sides of BTS members. Members speak candidly about this year's tour, their first stadium show in South Korea, and the docu series. 2 Passion(1) September 3, 2019 [RM for JIMIN, I want to love myself too.] Jet lag and fatigue are taking their toll, and now the flu is dragging some of the limbs down. But this is no
time to fall to the ground. Expect members to be the unparalleled magnitude of locals and the public, along with the heated attention of the American media. 3 Relationship(10 September 2019) [JIMIN to JUNG KOOK, Apparently, I said I feel alone...] In the middle of the North American tour, BTS finds itself involved in a crisis of its own. It
was each other that BTS members have had a thick and thin past in the last 6 years, and keeping them together is their intimate and enduring 'relationship'. 4 Influence(향력) September 17, 2019 [JUNG KOOK for V, I want to know what my dream really is.] The pride of his life -- addressing the UN General Assembly and performing on the
dream stage at Citi Field -- leaves BTS members surprised. 5 Cordiality(심) September 24, 2019 [V to J-HOPE, It's all right, even if not...] On his first visit to Europe as a tour, physical stress is slowly proving to be a challenge for BTS. But that can't hold the limbs. With six members replacing injured Jung Kook, BTS once again realizes
what and how the members mean to each other. 6 Energy(Energy) October 1, 2019 [J-HOPE and JIN, If I don't have them with me...] BTS gave it their all for a month and a half of their tour. The love of 'ARMY' that appreciates BTS and its effort is brimming with energy, and feeds the BTS forward and forward. VIDEOS BTS (탄0년00)
'BRING THE SOUL DOCU-SERIES' Official TrailerS (い탄0년) 'BRING THE SOUL DOCU-SERIES' Official Trailer see.2PREVIEW Ep1. CHALLENGE - BRING THE SOUL DOCU-SERIESPREVIEW EP2. PASSION - BRING THE SOUL EP3. RELATIONSHIP - - THE SOUL DOCU-SERIESPREVIEW Ep4. INFLUENCE - BRING THE
SOUL DOCU-SERIESPREVIEW EP5. CORDIALITY - BRING THE SOUL DOCU-SERIESPREVIEW EP6. ENERGY - BRING THE SOUL DOCU-SERIES GALLERY To view the Bring The Soul: Docu-Series gallery, click here. Web Series 2019 Videography community content is available in CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Home ›
Show › Bring The Soul: Docu-Series › Episode 1 The following Bring The Soul: Docu-Series Episode 1 Eng Sub was released. Kshow123 will always be the first to have the episode, so please check us to update. Watch other episodes of Bring The Soul: Docu-Series Series on Kshow123. Episode 1 Episode 2 Episode 3 Episode 4
Episode 5 Episode 5 Server FEHXAlphaAlpha 2Beta BTS Bring The Soul: Docu-Series episode 1, Challenge, plunged into the thoughts and concerns that members had to take their massive world tour, including their first stadium concert in South Korea. BTS leader Kim Namjoon's words open the first episode of Bring The Soul: Docu-
series. Pressure? Pressure. And so begins the theme of the next 30 minutes of Bring The Soul: Docu-Series episode 1, Challenge, as BTS prepares to begin its world tour with its first stadium show in South Korea. The episode shows the group tirelessly practicing their choreographies, heavy breaths filling their microphones after
complicated numbers. Redoming your new stuff until the last minute to try to get it right. It also shows your disappointment and stress when things go wrong. As they deal with all the emotions and fights that are constantly thrown in their way. Just like what they love about being on tour, and how they keep their minds right with everything
they could bring them down. Related: BTS solo songs, albums: A guide to mixtapes, collaborations, Soundcloud releases and more Get inspired by these quotes from episode 1 of BTS's 'Bring The Soul: Docu-Series': I feel like I have a different mindset. For Wings we had fire in our blood and we had high dreams. I have to do this, and I
have to do this. I need to make this happen, that sort of thing. That was the big thing. But now, I feel relaxed. I'm enjoying this moment. – Jung Hoseok When it comes to a tour, doing something new and doing what you're used to doing is totally different. I think our Wings tour was the beginning. Of course, there were other excursions...
Like The Red Bullet, but we were just getting started and still green. Now, everyone is firm. They handle things well without too many problems. Kim Seokjin I still get very nervous. It may not seem like this, but first it's the physical side that causes this anxiety. As I go through the first three numbers sets the tone for that day. That makes
me very nervous. Kim Namjoon The worst thing is jet lag. I'm the worst at overcoming jet lag. Even if I work on it, I still have problems. Sleep. – Min Yoongi Before a concert, I am am I'm going to do this right?, which hangs in my mind. People think that when we go on tour we can travel, eat food, perform. But there's another layer, a fight
underneath. Min Yoongi Still, when I'm on stage, I can feel that I'm alive. Min Yoongi And the seven of us. Seeing the seven of us, tens of thousands of people have fun and go crazy. I still remember all the shows I went to when I was younger. Especially the performances I saw in my teens. I think it's something remarkable to be able to
give people those good memories to cherish. – Min Yoongi Acting at the Olympic Stadium, is a big deal and something to be proud of. And we know very well that not everyone has a chance like this. It means that more people have been interested in us, and more people have found out about us. – Park Jimin The Typhoon Honestly, I
was lost. So what do I need to do at the Olympic Stadium? I couldn't control it. The biggest thought I had was I need to keep the energy. I shouldn't make any mistakes. I need to go concert day to make up for it. That's what I thought to myself. Kim Taehyung We are performing in a great location. It's another level of scale. That's why I
think it's hard. – Kim Namjoon Our fans will be watching, many people will be watching. That's where we are and we need to show it. Through our actions, through our music, through our performance, something they can see and recognize. Make an effort to show ourselves to be consistent with where we are now. Jeon Jeongguk There's
pressure. It's scary. It's scary going up. Because if we go up and fall, what will people say? But what can we do about it? We do what we can do now. For me, it was I want the first place. I didn't want to live my life hoping to be on top. – Kim Namjoon Instead of being afraid of pressure, I need to stay true to myself, work hard to make
albums and act hard. What else can we do? Kim Namjoon We cling to these dilemmas, uncertainties and imbalances, and we continue to create. That's what we should do. That's how we make a living. – Kim Namjoon Our exhaustion and its emotion are directly proportional. The more tired, the more fun they have out there. Then we have
no choice. We're going all the way. Kim Namjoon Before the song, we get in the elevator and go up. When they say, Going up now! I close my eyes, and when I'm awake, I open them. It makes me feel so good. I wasn't very good at it before. But now I think, what if there's no army here? What if it's not a full house? All right, let's find out.
And I get goose bumps out of this world. Wow. It's electrifying like nothing else. That's when I feel like I'm alive. Right there. – Kim Taehyung If I make a comparison, it seems to reboot a computer. Like a reset. – Jeon Jeongguk Before you take the stage everything is so hectic. Because there's a list of songs and a lot of stuff to But the
moment I'm i'm to the stage something changes, right after. There's a current that changes inside my body. Jeon Jeongguk How should I describe this feeling? Should I say, does it boil inside? It's kind of like that. – Park Jimin they say fun turns to stress when it becomes work. But going on tour like this is more precious than work. Just
knowing ARMY. Kim Taehyung Is when the roar is the most intense. It would be lying if I told you there's no pressure. To continue to the end, it is entirely up to us. – Min Yoongi Of course there is fatigue. Fatigue builds up. We're going full speed, and fatigue, of course, sets in. Jeon Jeongguk When we streamed, there was a lot of
inechiation. But some people would give us a break. But not anymore. The eyes and ears of the audience have changed a lot. And the world keeps running. Then we can't dial back. We've come this far, but we can't be complacent. Because a mistake like this is going to be like this out there. Jeon Jeongguk Our work. What we do. Winning
a Billboard Award, good performance on the Billboard charts, a tour, a show. Whatever we do, people show interest. They send us support and encouragement. Kim Seokjin What we do has this ripple effect. So not just our songs, but every behavior, we need to be careful. And we have an obligation to do a great performance. Jeon
Jeongguk There's pressure. We pass through locations of all sizes, step by step. From AX Hall to Jamsil Main Stadium. What's certain is that it's not easy. They're not ordinary experiences. Think about it. Take someone who's not on that line of work, stand in front of 45,000 people and they'll tremble. – Min Yoongi I want to take an
objective look at myself. I have to be happy with myself and say I'm fine, things are fine. But still, I have this impatience. – Jeon Jeongguk To be honest, the whole world is watching BTS. Honestly, I say now, I'm enjoying it, I'm enjoying the moment. But there will be difficulties, things I can't tell anyone else. Jung Hoseok All our members
have this burning desire. That's why I think we're going to keep going up. You don't have to say it, but we want to sing better. We want to perform better. For our audience, and for the people who listen to our music, we want to move it, move it even further. – Park Jimin I know so many ARMY have so much love for me. I know, I know, I
know. I guess that's why I try even harder. That makes me want more. Kim Taehyung I'm happy when I'm on stage. I think: If I sing this song at a concert, will people like it? I want them to like it. 'How can I tire it out for them to love?' – Kim Seokjin The more we do this, the more I feel something. Before our debut, I wanted to be a singer
because I just liked to dance and sing. But now, when I look back, I have to say that I'm on stage because of the I hope we can share these moments every year, every year. – Jeon Jeongguk are things I can change and things That I can't change. What I can change, I change. If I don't want to, it's still okay. What I can't change, I can't
change. Then it's all right. I'm doing fine now, just the way I am. Then go on, steady. – Kim Namjoon BTS Bring The Soul: Docu-Series can be purchased through Weverse for $17.99! Bring The Soul: Docu-Series consists of six episodes beginning August 27, with each episode revealed every Tuesday at 10 .m. KST/ Monday at 9pm.m.
EST. Est.
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